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Committee is perfectly clear on this subject.
It is that these members of staff should be
treated on equal terms with their non-related
colleagues. There is no doubt on this issue,
nor does any complacency arise from the
improvements which have been achieved so
far, and which are due for review later this
year. The fact is that no opportunity is missed
to press this issue vigorously with the DHSS
and the Government, in the firm knowledge
that there already exists a statutory ability to
make the required changes. This continued
activity is in direct contrast to Dr Glanvill's
statement: "It appears to me that the BMA
is prepared to stand on the touchline until
Kingdom come, waiting, like Mr Micawber,
for something to turn up. My latest information
is that no pressure is going to be brought on
the DHSS until the autumn; the GMSC
negotiators have agreed to leave things as
they are until then." There are practical
limits to how far one can press an issue of this
sort-one which basically hinges on the moral
obligation of a government to concede justice
to this deserving group.

If progress is unsatisfactory and further and
fresh efforts are required, why are not all
those affected pressing their individual MPs
with the ardour of Dr Glanvill ? Is it not time
to broaden the effort and extend it to the
party back benches so that they may feel the
full impact of this issue, which hinges on
natural justice bearing in mind, of course,
the provisions that they enjoy for their own
"related ancillaries ?"

JOHN BALL
Chairman, BMA General

Medical Services Committee
London WC1H 9JP

Index-linked pensions

SIR,-Most people understand the difference
between "water-resistant" and "waterproof."
It is surprising that so few people appear to
understand the difference between the terms
index-linked pensions and inflation-proof
pensions. In fact, the index-linked pension,
which is inflation resistant, is not and never has
been inflation proof.

Until very recently the pension increase was
related to the retail price index, already
months out of date; and it remained fixed for
a further year, during which time the retail
price index continued to advance. By the end
of the public service pension year there was a
shortfall represented being one-and-a-half-
years behind the inflation figures.

Unfortunately, the term inflation proof is
used by the media, by the public generally, by
some members of Parliament, and even at
times by officers of the BMA. Norman Ellis
(21 March, p 1008) used the term proof or its
equivalent no less than five times. It is an
emotive term and because of the misunder-
standing pressure is put on the Government
to alter existing index-linked arrangements,
either across the board or for future high-
level public service pensions. It is more than
time that some real effort was made to correct
the mistaken assumption that pensions are
inflation proof and to obtain a more realistic
understanding of the true position.

Because the pension year extends from
November to the following November, to get
average figures it is necessary to calculate on
the index increase for the mid-point of the
pension year-that is, July. The Pension
Increase Act was passed in 1971 and readily

available July figures could be obtained for
the following: (a) the percentage increase in
the retail price index since 1971; (b) the
percentage increase in average earnings since
1971; and (c) the public service pension
increase for the corresponding period.

Perhaps the Secretary could obtain and
quote these figures, which would be most
revealing.

DAVID ROWLANDS
Past Chairman, BMA

Superannuation Committee
Taunton, Somerset TAI 4HW

Protest against punishment by
amputation

SIR,-Surely most doctors will have been
very disturbed to read the letter from Dr J P R
McCulloch (21 March, p 995) suggesting that
it is better that a hand should be cleanly
amputated by a qualified doctor than by
having it chopped off with a sword. I am
afraid that he completely misses the point.
The object of the ban, imposed by the

World Medical Association, on doctors having
anything to do with "cruel or degrading
punishments" is to throw the onus back on
the authorities. We are in effect saying, "Be
cruel if you want to, but do not expect us to
help you. Let the suffering be on your
consciences, not ours." Dr McCulloch says
that no pressure group will ever make devout
Moslems deviate from the Sharia Law. I
would suggest that in fact the majority of
educated Moslems are acutely embarrassed
by such barbarities and by any suggestion
from the rest of the world that they could
appear less than civilised-witness the recent
disturbance over Death of a Princess. It is not
so long ago that Christians burnt each other
at the stake in the name of Jesus Christ, but
neither Christians nor anyone else would now
suggest that this should have been allowed to
continue.
No doubt some prisoners are going to suffer

before the educational level of the public in
those particular Moslem countries is sufficiently
raised to alter public opinion and cause the
authorities to hesitate, but we are certainly
not going to hasten that day unless we express
anything but horror that such practices can
still continue in our modern world. Nor will
Dr McCulloch's letter have given much
comfort to those Moslem doctors who are
bravely resisting pressures to do these
amputations.

W NORMAN-TAYLOR
Chorleywood, Herts

Points
Protest against punishment by
amputation

Dr PETER D TOON (Merton College, Oxford)
writes: I was disturbed to read Dr J P R
McCulloch's argument (21 March, p 995) that
since Amnesty International and similar bodies
are unlikely to prevent punishment by
amputation doctors should co-operate to
ensure that such punishments are done "as
humanely as possible." This naive con-
sequentialism does double harm. The
participation of doctors adds an aseptic
respectability to this horrific punishment that
would not attach to "a sword-swinging

maniac"; and the involvement of doctors in
procedures that are not "for the benefit of
my patient," as the Hippocratic Oath puts it,
undermines the fundamental principles of our
profession. ...

Dr J POLLERT (Bromley, Kent BR2 OLR)
writes: So Dr J P R McCulloch (21 March,
p 995) accepts the principle that religious or
national laws must be allowed to override the
ethical codes of medicine enshrined in the
Hippocratic oath. This would sanction any
cruelty provided with a legal framework. Yet
would he be prepared to be the surgeon who
will amputate a healthy but criminal hand ? . . .

"Medicine or Miracle?"

Mr RICHARD ROBINSON (Christian Science
Committees on Publication, London W8 4RT)
writes: The statement of Dr Terry Hamblin
(14 February, p 560) in reviewing the Man
Alive programme "Medicine or Miracle ?"
(BBC2, 5 February) that, in effect, Christian
Science is a will-power technique that does
not heal certainly calls for comment. Will
power is condemned throughout the literature
of Christian Science as the very antithesis of
that yielding to God's purposes for which
Christian Scientists aim. They see the spirit
of "not my will, but Thine" as at the heart
of Christian discipleship. But Dr Hamblin's
real objection is pragmatic, and at a time of
increasing interest in healing in all its mani-
festations there is a body of record to be
recognised. Even if we make every allowance
for problems of verification in this area, for
over 100 years this church has been publishing
in its periodicals tens of thousands of carefully
checked cases of healing. A sizable proportion
of these involve medical diagnosis or corrobora-
tion-one in five according to a study of some
500 testimonies.' This proportion has to be
considered in the light of the fact that Christian
Scientists do not usually seek medical
diagnoses. The illnesses so diagnosed covered
a very wide range of serious disorders, includ-
ing cancer, heart disease, diabetes, epilepsy,
blindness, and so on. A number of these
cases were regarded as terminal....

Davis WB. Am_J Sociol 1954;60:184-5.

Leeches and swallows

Dr C LANGTON HEWER (London N6) writes:
I was glad to see from Minerva's column (21
March, p 1000) that leeches are still in use. I
well remember when I was a clinical clerk at
St Bartholomew's Hospital that Dr Thomas
Horder, as he then was, ordered two leeches
for one of his patients. His house physician,
who rather fancied his classics, wrote on the
"blue board" "Hirundines 2" instead of
"Hirudines" and sent it to the dispensary.
Back it came with a note from the chief
pharmacist: "Sorry, we are out of swallows."

Correction

Children born as a result of incest

The correct address of Dr M Super (28 March,
p 1072) is Department of Clinical Genetics, Royal
Manchester Children's Hospital, Swinton,
Manchester M27 1FG.
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